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Brewers-Rockies NLDS: Four keys to victory 
Jesse Yomtoy | USA TODAY | Oct. 4, 2018 

The Milwaukee Brewers and Colorado Rockies each required a circuitous route to reach the National League Division 

Series. Now that they're here, we should have an entertaining best-of-five set between two of the league's most high-

powered offenses. 

Milwaukee beat the Chicago Cubs on Monday in the NL Central tiebreaker, while the Rockies knocked off the Cubs in the 

wild-card game on Tuesday after losing the division tiebreaker game against the Los Angeles Dodgers the day before. 

MVP front-runner Christian Yelich leads the Brewers in their first postseason appearance since 2011, winning the batting 

title (.326) in his first year with the club to go with 36 homers and 110 RBI. 

Here's what each team needs to do to win this series: 

Brewers can't let Rockies steal home field 

It's a bit taboo to discuss the Coors Field effect these days, but the Rockies' splits are insane. Their .852 OPS at home 

was the best in the majors, while a .665 mark on the road ranked 27th. It's imperative that the Brewers take advantage of 

their opponents' struggles away from home and win the first two games in Milwaukee. 

Rockies must get on the board early 
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Milwaukee's vaunted bullpen is what makes it such a scary opponent, with weapons like Josh Hader and Jeremy Jeffress 

turning in dominant campaigns. With the Rockies' bullpen a bit of a liability, they can't afford to get into games close and 

late – that's a battle they aren't going to win. 

Brewers need to run 

The Rockies ranked near the bottom of baseball, allowing opponents to steal on 78.6% of attempts. Lorenzo Cain, who 

just had arguably the best season of his career, is always a threat to go and should be forcing the issue when he gets on 

base out of the leadoff spot. 

Rockies pitchers have to play to their strength 

Colorado pitchers had the third-highest ground ball rate in the majors, with starters Jon Gray, German Marquez and Kyle 

Freeland all ranking in the top 20. Keeping the Brewers in the park is going to be a challenge, but the Rockies need to 

stick to what they've done well all season instead of trying to reinvent the wheel. 

Series schedule: 

Game 1: Thursday at Milwaukee, FS1, 5:07 

Game 2: Friday at Milwaukee, FS1, 4:15 

Game 3: Sunday, at Colorado, FS1, 4:37 

Game 4 (if necessary): Monday, at Colorado, FS1 

Game 5 (if necessary): Wednesday, at Milwaukee, FS1 
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Rockies-Brewers: Lineups, matchups, FAQs 
Adam McCalvy and Thomas Harding | MLB.com | Oct. 4, 2018 

The Brewers will be well-rested. The Rockies will be battle-tested. 

Those teams will meet in a best-of-five National League Division Series after knocking off the Cubs at Wrigley Field on 

consecutive days in back-to-back thrillers. The Brewers beat Chicago in Monday's NL Central tiebreaker to earn the 

league's top seed, home-field advantage throughout the NL playoffs and a couple of welcome days off. The Rockies had 

to play three straight days in three different time zones, capped by a 13-inning, 2-1 win over the Cubs in an epic NL Wild 

Card Game on Tuesday night. 

Over the next week, they will meet at Miller Park and Coors Field for a Suds Series. 

What might the starting lineups look like? 

Rockies: This is the usual lineup against a right-handed starter. Is this grouping capable of big offensive performances? 

Of course. Is it capable of outages? Just put it this way: the Rockies are in the postseason with the lowest regular-season 

batting average (.256) in the club's 26-season history. But late-inning savoir faire, solid infield defense and, of course, 

pitching are this team's calling cards. 

1. Charlie Blackmon, CF 

2. DJ LeMahieu, 2B 

3. David Dahl, LF 

4. Nolan Arenado, 3B 

5. Trevor Story, SS 

6. Carlos Gonzalez, RF 

7. Ian Desmond, 1B 

8. Chris Iannetta, C 
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9. Antonio Senzatela, RHP 

Brewers: The Brewers were fourth in the NL in OPS but better down the stretch, ranking second after GM David Stearns 

added Mike Moustakas and Jonathan Schoop to the infield mix at the non-waiver Trade Deadline to give manager Craig 

Counsell a slew of matchup options. On Aug. 31, Stearns picked up Curtis Granderson to provide similar flexibility in the 

outfield. 

1. Lorenzo Cain, CF 

2. Christian Yelich, RF 

3. Ryan Braun, LF 

4. Travis Shaw, 2B 

5. Jesus Aguilar, 1B 

6. Mike Moustakas, 3B 

7. Erik Kratz, C 

8. Orlando Arcia, SS 

9. Brandon Woodruff, RHP 

Who are the starting pitchers? 

Rockies: Manager Bud Black said after Tuesday's game that Senzatela (6-6, 4.38 ERA) is the likely Game 1 starter. "We'll 

work through that, maybe as early as on the bus ride up, right?" Black said. That sets up for lefty Tyler Anderson to start 

Friday's second game on regular rest after his 7 1/3 scoreless innings in Sunday's 162nd game at home against the 

Nationals. Lefty Kyle Freeland (17-7, 2.85), who threw 6 2/3 scoreless innings in Tuesday's NL Wild Card win, could then 

be slotted in for Sunday's first postseason game at Coors Field since 2009. Righty German Marquez (14-11, 3.77) would 

fall into place for Game 4 on Monday. 
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Brewers: Counsell announced on Wednesday that the Brewers would use an "opener" for Game 1, though he didn't name 

him -- no surprise, considering the Brewers didn't reveal who would start Monday's NL Central tiebreaker at Wrigley Field 

until three hours before the first pitch. About seven and a half hours before the first pitch of the NLDS, the team said it 

would start 25-year-old Brandon Woodruff, who made 17 Triple-A starts this season and four in the Majors, but who was 

best out of the bullpen down the stretch, compiling a 0.73 ERA while striking out 16 in 12 1/3 innings in September. He got 

knocked around in Denver on May 11 to the tune of seven earned runs on nine hits in three innings of a game in which 

the Brewers overcame a six-run deficit to win in 10 innings. However, Woodruff only allowed one run the first time through 

the order of that May game. Everything else happened the second time through. Today, he's probably just going to face 

every batter once. 

How will the bullpens line up after the starter? 

Rockies: The Wild Card Game went 13 innings, but Black kept things close to normal. He usually reserved righty Adam 

Ottavino until the eighth but went to him in the seventh Tuesday and to closer Wade Davis for the final out of the eighth. 

Righty Seunghwan Oh, lefty Chris Rusin and righty Scott Oberg -- all of whom usually appear before Ottavino and Davis 

when the Rockies protect a lead, were the right calls in extra innings. Expect no drastic changes in how Black will use his 

'pen, and as long as he can ride his starters the way he did during the regular season, the relievers should be in good 

shape. 

Davis retires Heyward to end 9th 

Brewers: The tiebreaker offered a roadmap. Starter Jhoulys Chacin made it 5 2/3 innings before Counsell finished the 

sixth with lefty Xavier Cedeno and Joakim Soria, then used Corey Knebel in the seventh and lefty weapon Josh Hader to 

finish the game because closer Jeremy Jeffress was unavailable. Those are the Brewers' "A" relievers, with rookie Corbin 

Burnes pitching brilliantly lately and available along the way for multiple innings if needed. Hader is the key, after a season 

in which he led MLB relievers and set a Brewers relief record with 143 strikeouts. But also look for big innings from 

Knebel, who was so sharp after returning from a late-August demotion to Triple-A that he was named NL Reliever of the 

Month for September. 

Are there any relievers who are unavailable?  
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Rockies: No. The bullpen struggled while lefties Mike Dunn (out for the year with left shoulder surgery) and Jake McGee 

and righty Bryan Shaw all dealt with injuries or slumps or both during the regular season. But it's possible none of them 

will be on the NLDS roster, especially if Black goes with three catchers. Among the group pitching now, Oh's September 

hamstring tweak was the only injury and that's long gone. 

Brewers: No, although the Jeffress situation is worth monitoring. It was a surprise when Hader was left in Monday's game 

to face Javier Baez with two outs in the ninth inning and Woodruff warmed up instead of Jeffress, who was unscored upon 

in 63 of his 73 appearances on the way to a 1.29 ERA. The Brewers did not provide any details about what sidelined 

Jeffress, though Stearns, Milwaukee's GM, said Jeffress will be a full participant in the NLDS. 

Any injuries of note? 

Rockies: No 

Brewers: No. 

Who is hot and who is not? 

Rockies: It's an all-for-one, one-for-all offense. They surge as a team and slump as a team. The last two games they've 

scored a total of four runs, but they won the one that counted. Blackmon, Arenado, Dahl and Story came into the 

postseason hitting, and two down games isn't enough to scuttle that feeling. 

Story on facing Brewers in NLDS 

Brewers: You might have heard that Yelich is hot. He is the first batting champion in Brewers history, and his .770 

slugging percentage after the All-Star break was a whopping 145 points better than the next qualified player in MLB, 

Atlanta's Ronald Acuna Jr. (.625). Yelich led all NL hitters with a .352/.500/.807 slash line with 10 homers over 26 games 

in September to win the league's Player of the Month honor. On the other end of the spectrum is Schoop, who delivered a 

huge moment when he hit a go-ahead grand slam off Madison Bumgarner on Sept. 9, but had a disappointing .577 OPS 

in 134 Brewers plate appearances. He continued to garner playing time against left-handers, however. 

Yelich on NL Central win 
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Anything else fans might want to know? 

The Brewers won both regular-season series against the Rockies, taking three of four at Coors Field in May capped by 

right-hander Freddy Peralta's 13-strikeout Major League debut, then two of three at Miller Park in August beginning with 

Eric Thames' walk-off homer against Davis. Both Peralta and Thames are on Milwaukee's NLDS roster bubble. Senzatela 

made his Major League debut at Miller Park and won it -- five scoreless innings, two hits, six strikeouts and three walks in 

a 2-1 victory April 6, 2017. 
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Who has edge? Rox-Crew position by position 
Mike Petriello | MLB.com | Oct. 4, 2018 

The Rockies and Brewers have one thing in common, which is to say that they each stormed into Wrigley Field in a one-

game playoff situation and vanquished the mighty Cubs. 

Their reward? One another, in the National League Division Series beginning today at Miller Park. While the Brewers won 

five of seven games between the two this year, none of that really matters now. Those games were months ago. The 

rosters are different. The stakes are different -- and the Brewers may have baseball's hottest player. 

Remember, though: These aren't your older sibling's Rockies, the baseball-mashing sluggers who could never find 

another arm. This group can really pitch. Their offense isn't threatening. It's not what you expect. It's what they have. Will 

it be enough to topple the Brewers? Let's break it down, position by position. 

Catcher 

We start with a position that's not terribly strong for either side, as both the Rockies and Brewers were in the bottom 10 in 

the Majors in catching value. Interestingly, Milwaukee has actually been going with 38-year-old Erik Kratz, who has a 

career line of just .211/.258/.363, though he does rate highly in framing metrics. Of course, Colorado has a strong framer 

themselves in Tony Wolters, and starter Chris Iannetta (.224/.345/.385) is closer to a league average hitter than Kratz is. 

Small advantage: Rockies 

First Base 

Jesus Aguilar had a breakout season for Milwaukee, hitting .274/.352/.539 with 35 homers, and what was most 

impressive was his lack of meaningful platoon splits. (He slugged .550 against lefties, and .535 against righties, though 

with a lower on-base percentage.) Ian Desmond hit just .236/.307/.422 along with baseball's highest ground ball rate and 

has been worth -1.5 Wins Above Replacement in his two years with Colorado. Consider this an enormous edge for 

Milwaukee. 

Huge advantage: Brewers 

Second Base  
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Travis Shaw had never even played second base before July 28; while he's handled himself adequately there, it's clear 

that DJ LeMahieu is the superior defender. Then again, Shaw's offensive edge is clear -- he slugged .480 to LeMahieu's 

.428, and holds a 24-point on-base percentage edge -- and the Brewers can call upon Jonathan Schoop for platoon or 

defensive purposes. 

Advantage: Brewers 

Shortstop 

Let's give credit where its due, in that Orlando Arcia's four-hit game in the NL Central tiebreaker couldn't have come at a 

better time, but it's going to take more than that to forget that his .236/.268/.307 season was legitimately one of the 

weakest lines of any player in baseball. Meanwhile, Trevor Story (.291/.348/.567) put up a season that got him some MVP 

discussion, adding 110 points of slugging while also cutting his strikeout rate by 9 points from last year. He's a strong 

defender, too. 

Big advantage: Rockies 

ThirdBase 

Nolan Arenado (.297/.374/.561, with 38 home runs) is a superstar on both sides of the ball, and concerns that he might be 

limited by a shoulder injury that contributed to a disappointing August were somewhat alleviated when he came back to 

slug .564 in September. The Brewers added Mike Moustakas at the deadline, and he's doing the same thing for 

Milwaukee (.256/.326/.441) that he always does, which is to pair a slightly above-average bat with average-ish defense. 

Nothing wrong with that, but it's still an easy Colorado edge here. 

Big advantage: Rockies 

Left Field 

Finally healthy, David Dahl (.273/.325/.534) has added some badly-needed offense to the Colorado lineup, and the return 

of Matt Holliday has worked out well so far, especially against lefties. Once you adjust for ballparks, Ryan Braun's 

.254/.313/.469 is about as valuable as Dahl's, each five to 10 percent better than league average, so this is essentially a 
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dead heat. We'll give Braun a small edge just because of how good he was in September, when he led all of Major 

League baseball with a 62.5 percent hard-hit rate. 

Small advantage: Brewers 

Braun's long solo homer 

Center Field 

Lorenzo Cain's return to Milwaukee was a smashing success, as he hit .308/.395/.417 with 10 homers, 30 steals, and his 

usual elite defensive work. Ironically, last winter we recommended that Colorado sign Cain and move Charlie Blackmon to 

a corner, upgrading two spots. They didn't, and Blackmon had a good-not-great .291/.358/.502 season that was a step 

back from his elite-level 2017 campaign, especially on defense. He did turn it on in September, hitting .357/.421/.625, but 

Cain's all-around game takes the day here. 

Advantage: Brewers 

Right Field 

It almost doesn't matter who Colorado has here, because Christian Yelich (.326/.402/.598, with 36 home runs and 22 

steals) is almost certainly going to with the National League Most Valuable Player award, and so the edge here is his by 

default. Neither Carlos Gonzalez (.276/.329/.467, a slightly below-average line once adjusted) nor Gerardo Parra 

(.284/.342/.372, about 20 percent below average) have had terribly impressive seasons, anyway. 

Big advantage: Brewers 

Starting Pitchers 

Surely, the baseball world knows about Kyle Freeland by now, especially after his outstanding performance on three days' 

rest in the National League Wild Card game. But it's not just him, because German Marquez broke out in a big way too, 

putting up a 2.24 ERA with 110 strikeouts against only 16 walks in his final dozen starts. (Only Jacob deGrom had a 

higher Wins Above Replacement mark in the second half.) Though Tyler Anderson and Jon Gray have been inconsistent, 

this has been a legitimately strong rotation, one of the better ones in the National League. 
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The Brewers managed to dig up some solid performances from veterans Jhoulys Chacin and Wade Miley, but they never 

did manage to replace injured ace Jimmy Nelson. It's been a fine rotation. Colorado's is better. 

Big advantage: Rockies 

Freeland clutch in NL Wild Card 

Relief Pitchers 

This is a good reminder not to worry about full-season stats here, because you might look at Colorado's relatively 

unimpressive marks and think they aren't that strong. Then again, who really cares what Mike Dunn (9.00 ERA) and Bryan 

Shaw (5.93 ERA) did? They won't be on the roster, and the quartet of Adam Ottavino, Scott Oberg, Wade Davis, and 

Seunghwan Oh have been legitimately good. 

Of course, the Brewers have Josh Hader. They have Corey Knebel, who struck out 33 hitters against five walks in 16 

scoreless outings following a brief August demotion. They have young Corbin Burnes and Brandon Woodruff, who 

combined for a 3.14 ERA and a 25 percent strikeout rate, and they have Jeremy Jeffress, who had a 1.29 ERA all year. 

There's a reason Milwaukee is here without a standout rotation. Colorado's bullpen is better than you think, but this is the 

strength of the Brewers. 

Advantage: Brewers 

Prediction 

While the Rockies have a considerable edge in the rotation, Milwaukee's offense is much deeper, and they have a 

stronger bullpen too. Brewers in 5. 
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Scouts, opposing players weigh in on the 8 LDS clubs 
Mark Feinsand | MLB.com | Oct. 4, 2018 

How do you beat the remaining eight teams? We asked players, scouts, and coaches from around the league, and 

granted them anonymity in order to get them speak candidly. 

National League Division Series: Rockies-Brewers 

BREWERS 

Christian Yelich  

"He's my NL MVP. Christian Yelich can do it all. He's got a complete offensive game; he can hit for average, he can draw 

a walk, he can hit for power. The power has really blossomed; not just because of Miller Park, but his maturation as a 

hitter and as a player." -- NL scout 

"What that guy is doing this year is MVP-type numbers. I have a lot of respect for him as a hitter and as a defender. Both 

those guys (Lorenzo Cain and Yelich) have been kind of underrated and haven't gotten the credit they deserve." -- NL 

Central infielder 

Lorenzo Cain  

"Athletic player who can really hit a fastball. He's a good defender in center field. When he's hitting, it makes all the 

difference to their lineup." -- NL scout 

"I think he's one of the most underrated baseball players. He does it all -- defense, hitting, baserunning, he plays every 

day. He's a stud." -- NL Central infielder 

Jesus Aguilar  

"The older he's gotten, the more mature he's gotten. It seems like he has a better understanding of what pitches he can 

drive. There's not as many holes or as many easy outs. He's kind of a mistake hitter, but he's become more than that, a 

little more well-rounded than just that. He's not afraid to hit with two strikes." -- NL Central starting pitcher 

Jhoulys Chacin  
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"I feel like he's doing it a little different. It's not like he has 98 and a wipeout slider. He's more of a pitcher, and I think that's 

worth even more respect. He has three or four really good pitches, but he won't light up the radar gun or make you say, 

'Oh, my gosh. Did you see how much that broke?' But he knows how to pitch." -- NL Central infielder 

Josh Hader  

"It's not comfortable from the left side, for sure. He kind of came on the scene this year with all the success that he's had. 

He's a dominant backend closer who has good stuff. Tough pitcher." -- NL Central infielder 

ROCKIES 

Nolan Arenado  

"For the most part, if you make good pitches to Arenado, you're actually pretty safe. But if you leave anything over the 

plate, he'll hit it hard and probably pretty far. You have to have a good game plan going in -- where you're going to attack 

him, how you're going to get ahead, and how you're going to pitch to him with two strikes." -- NL West relief pitcher 

Charlie Blackmon  

"I'd probably pitch away and go under with him, then maybe later in the at-bat, go up with a fastball. It's mostly staying 

away and with breaking balls down, he'll chase." -- NL West starting pitcher 

"Coors Field is a tough place to play defense; there's so much real estate to cover, sometimes he gets a little exposed 

playing center." -- American League scout 

Trevor Story  

"Story's good, because he can foul off pitches and extend at-bats. It's a frustrating at-bat. He chases, but he only chases 

certain things. He'll spoil good [offspeed] pitches, but he's a pretty good fastball hitter. He's one of those guys that can 

drag on an at-bat, give himself more life and wait for you to throw him his pitch." -- NL West relief pitcher 

DJ LeMahieu  
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"He's got oppo power. But you can jam him. You have to set it up early with an away pitch or a breaking ball, so he's 

looking on that outside corner. Then you can jam him up and in." -- NL West starting pitcher 

"I hate to use the word 'overachieve,' because that has a negative tone, but he gets everything out of his talent and ability, 

that's for sure." -- AL scout 

Kyle Freeland  

"He's figured out how to work both sides of the plate well. He can really throw off your timing with that leg kick. He'll vary 

that at times, so that plays really well. And he's made righties really respect the inside corner. I don't feel like he ever 

commanded inside as well as he is now." -- NL West outfielder 

German Marquez  

"His fastball just plays harder than you think it is. It's firm. And he started throwing his slider this year harder than he ever 

has. It's good. Those two pitches, fastball and slider, they come out on the same plane." -- NL West infielder  

Wade Davis  

"His stuff may be down just a tick, but he still has a quality cutter and curveball. The fastball in Colorado has to be so 

perfectly located or things just kind of happen. I think he's pitching better than his ERA" -- AL scout 

NL Division Series: Braves-Dodgers 

BRAVES 

Freddie Freeman  

"He's the most integral part of their offense, because he's the guy in the middle that can do damage, and he's the veteran 

leader of that club. He's the guy that most teams will circle and say, 'We can't let Freddie Freeman beat us.'" -- NL scout 

Ronald Acuna Jr. 

"He's aggressive, which plays in his favor, especially in the leadoff spot, when he leads off. And he hits mistakes. To be a 

good hitter in this league, you've got to be able to handle mistakes when they're available to you." -- NL East catcher 
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Ozzie Albies 

"He's swinging well, but I'd rather face him than any other hitter [in this lineup], because he's swinging before he really 

recognizes the pitch. I feel like he's made up his mind whether he's swinging. But at the same time, if you leave a pitch on 

the plate and he guesses right, he makes you pay for it." -- NL East catcher 

Nick Markakis  

"Very similar to Freeman. He's more of a patient approach than Freddie, which makes him a hard out, because he swings 

at strikes. He doesn't chase a whole lot. So you've got to keep him honest by showing him inside." -- NL East catcher 

Mike Foltynewicz  

"Good stuff. He's throwing better strikes. I'm not sure that I buy into the command long-term, though. He's turned into a 

solid piece this year, but he feels like a No. 3 or 4 starter to me in the future." -- NL scout 

Julio Teheran  

"His stuff is way down. I wasn't impressed when I saw him. He's become more of a command/control, pitch-to-contact guy 

now. I don't know how comfortable you can be with him in a playoff series." -- NL scout 

A.J. Minter  

"He's had my number this year. His ability to throw inside with that cutter, and able to backdoor the cutter -- he speeds 

you up by going inside, but then he'll backdoor the cutter and just kind of freeze you on the outside corner. It's a funky little 

arm slot, and he throws hard on top of it." -- NL East catcher 

DODGERS 

Manny Machado  

"He's a really good strike breaking-ball hitter. He does a lot of damage when you throw a breaking ball for a strike. He's 

just one of those guys where if it's out over the plate, he's not going to miss it. And if it's a breaking ball that's a strike, he's 

going to hit it." -- NL West relief pitcher 
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Matt Kemp  

"I'd say spin early. You can jam him up and in, but sliders in the dirt, backdoor cutters will work. At any point if you leave 

an offspeed pitch in the zone, or if you hang one, or if you don't get a fastball to a corner, he's probably going to get the 

barrel to it. You have to set up your pitches really well against him." -- NL starting pitcher 

Max Muncy  

"If you get it up, you're good. He's a belt-line-to-low-ball hitter. All offspeed is really good, but it can't be a bad offspeed 

pitch. So offspeed and execute, and up with the fastball." -- NL West catcher 

"He's another one of these guys that improved his launch angle and his hard-hit percentage has gone up. He's an 

adequate defender, and he's also faster than you'd expect." -- AL scout 

Cody Bellinger  

"He's a great bad-ball hitter. But there are some spots you're safe. If you can locate a fastball, there are some spots you 

can go to, and you're safe. I won't say where." -- NL West relief pitcher 

Justin Turner  

"His hitting ability and plate discipline make him tough. He knows the strike zone, can spit on close pitches. His fielding at 

third is steady; he doesn't make a lot of errors and has an accurate arm." -- AL scout 

Clayton Kershaw  

"He's got good stuff, even though he's not the Kershaw of three or four years ago, obviously. He's still the best. You've got 

to sit [fastball]. He doesn't really use his changeup, so you don't really have to worry about anything going away from you. 

Everything's going to be in to you. Heater's coming in to you, slider's coming in to you, and if he throws a curveball, you 

just don't chase and hope it's not a strike." -- NL West outfielder 

Kenley Jansen  
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"Just hit him in the strike zone. He lives on people swinging out of the zone on him, swinging up and out or a cutter that's 

away. You've got to get him middle in, and if it's not there, let it go." -- NL West outfielder 

INDIANS 

Francisco Lindor  

"He knows his strengths, and he picks the right time to try to hit a pitcher's pitch. There's times where I've tried to go in on 

him and have had success. And then it never fails; the one time I'm trying to go in there, first pitch of the at-bat, he gets 

ahead to it and cheats to get to it and he hits a homer or double. He matches his baseball IQ with his approach at the 

plate, and those guys get real tough when they start thinking and start getting on the same page that the pitcher is on." -- 

AL Central starting pitcher 

Jose Ramirez  

"His plate discipline is way better now. He's not chasing near as many pitches. I don't know what his swing percentage is, 

but it just seems like especially against me, he is taking more and more. His two-strike approach is really good. He's 

willing to hit a fastball the other way to make sure that he can stay on the breaking ball late in counts. When any hitter is 

willing to do that -- I know we've got this homer craze and launch-angle craze -- but when hitters are willing to sit deep on 

a heater and let themselves get beat to be on time for an offspeed pitch, it makes it really tough." -- AL Central starting 

pitcher 

Edwin Encarnacion  

"He's been seeing the ball deep on heaters and he's hitting the ball the other way. When he's hitting hard line drives to 

right-center, he's really, really tough. Because now, he's covering that fastball away. When he's not covering that fastball 

away, you can kind of live out there. But when on that, it makes it pretty tough." -- AL Central starting pitcher 

Corey Kluber  

"Unflappable tactician on the mound. Manipulates baseballs and dominates good offenses." -- AL Central executive 
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"The way he commands the strike zone is exceptional. He has multiple weapons. Very poised pitcher." -- AL East 

outfielder 

Trevor Bauer  

"Bauer possesses spectacular ability that he has masterfully harnessed this season. He has demonstrated the talent to 

overpower the best lineups in the game." -- AL Central executive 

"He's able to pitch in big moments and never loses trust in his stuff." -- AL East outfielder 

Brad Hand  

"One of the best sliders in the game. He's similar to Chris Sale; you can tell them it's coming and it doesn't matter, 

especially if you're a lefty." -- NL scout 

ASTROS 

Jose Altuve  

"He hits the ball from literally feet to head. He covers the plate. So you've got to mix every single pitch every single time. 

From ankles to top of head, he can cover that pitch, so you've just got to mix up, down, in and out all the time." -- AL West 

starting pitcher 

Carlos Correa  

"He's had trouble with his back, which has hurt his batting average. His fielding has remained at a high level, though. He 

may be having trouble with his timing because he's not healthy. He's a big, strong guy who relies on a lot of torque in his 

swing. If his back is troubling him, that's a problem." -- AL scout 

Alex Bregman  

"He should be in the MVP conversation. He has an ability to make adjustments throughout the game to all different types 

of pitching. Some weaknesses he's had in the past, he seems to have covered those up now. Righties, lefties, home, road 

-- there doesn't seem to be much of a difference for him now. He's a solid defender, too." -- AL scout 
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George Springer  

"He's got a lot of power. I think he thrives on offspeed. I think a lot of guys have been staying hard with him lately. I don't 

know if [his recent thumb injury] has something to do with the way guys are attacking him. He seems to struggle with hard 

stuff in close to him. He hurts you when he gets extended." -- AL East starting pitcher 

Justin Verlander  

"He's going to the Hall of Fame, and he's pitching like it. He's as good as he's ever been." -- NL scout 

"Great fastball, really good curveball, great command. I would say try to get to him early before he gets ahead and you fall 

behind as a hitter. At that point, you're in tough waters, I'd say." -- AL West infielder 

Gerrit Cole  

"He can be dominant. Big fastball velocity, plus slider, plus curveball, solid control. He's increased his offspeed usage this 

season, throwing that slider about 20 percent of the time." -- AL scout 

Lance McCullers Jr. 

"He's got that lights-out curveball and an aggressive demeanor, both of which will help him if he's in the bullpen. His 

changeup has improved, too. He showed last year he can get hot quick and throw multiple innings. He's a big weapon if 

he's healthy." -- AL scout 

Roberto Osuna  

"It's funny, he comes in and already has the philosophy of what the Astros do as a staff. Fastballs up, offspeed down. 

Working at the tops and bottom of the zone. He's a young closer, and he's had a lot of success already." -- AL East 

outfielder 

RED SOX 

Mookie Betts  
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"The best, because he's 'Mookie the Best.' We changed his last name from two Ts and an S to an S before the T. It's 

Mookie the Best. I think he's the best player in the game." -- AL East infielder 

"I don't know how to pitch to that guy. That guy hits everything. Your best shot is just to mix it up. I think he goes through 

some periods of time where he struggles with down and away pitches, but they have to be really dotted down and away. 

I've finished him off with strike-to-ball sliders down and away." -- AL East relief pitcher 

J.D. Martinez  

"Video game. He's a video game. He's like that create-a-player you create on a game that has like 100 power, 100 

contact." -- AL East outfielder 

"At the beginning of the year, he was a guy who was really getting exposed inside. He was looking to go right-center and I 

think he made an adjustment because I think a lot of teams were pounding him in, in, in. Obviously the numbers say 

everything. He is getting to everything right now. I tried to sneak a 2-0 fastball kind of up and in on him and he turned and 

burned me for a homer." -- AL East relief pitcher 

Andrew Benintendi  

"He's another really good hitter. I think for Benintendi, you don't want to get beat on the inner half of the plate. Make him 

try to beat you oppo for damage. He doesn't really go out of the zone very often, but it you can entice him to go out of the 

zone, it's probably more away than in." -- AL Central starting pitcher 

Xander Bogaerts  

"I've had some success against him. He has a flat bat swing and it stays in the zone for a while. I try to throw cutters and 

sliders off the plate. I do remember I tried to get ahead with the heater one time, missed middle-out, and he hit it off the 

Green Monster. The success I've had with him has just been spinning him." -- AL East relief pitcher 

"He's a good high-ball hitter. So get him to chase up and out of the zone a little bit, and then bury breaking balls, bury 

offspeed stuff in the dirt. If you leave it in the zone, he can do some damage." -- AL Central starting pitcher 

Chris Sale 
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"The slider is the first thing. All his stuff plays, but that's the wipeout pitch. You can tell a hitter it's coming and he's still 

probably not going to hit it." -- NL scout 

David Price  

"He's intense out there, so it's at-bats you kind of look forward to. You know it's going to be tough, but the competitor in 

you enjoys the competition he brings." -- AL East outfielder 

Craig Kimbrel  

"For me, the toughest closer in the game." -- AL East infielder 

"He's the best pitcher in their 'pen. One of the few bright spots out there the past few months. He needs to be good for 

them to win in October." -- NL scout 

YANKEES 

Giancarlo Stanton  

"Mainly, you try to attack him up and in and then down and away; try to get him to chase something down off the plate. He 

likes to get his arms extended. He likes to feel comfortable in the box. Up and in, and down and away." -- AL Central 

starting pitcher 

Aaron Judge  

"He and Stanton kind of go through a similar phase where they have the same weaknesses. I think you can definitely 

pound the fastball up and in. You definitely have to get it in. I've always thrown them cutters down and away, off the plate, 

and they've kind of chased. There are times that Stanton can get to that sinker down and in, and Judge is less prone to 

that. I think that's a good spot to pitch to him also. But very similar hitters." -- AL East relief pitcher 

Gleyber Torres  
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"Man, I like Gleyber Torres. He's a glue piece in that lineup with all those power bats. He and [Miguel] Andujar are hitting 

deep in the order, and teams are going to have to pitch to somebody. Gleyber could be the beneficiary of that." -- NL 

scout 

Miguel Andujar  

"I love his ability to put the bat on the ball. He's so aggressive. He can hit a fastball or a breaking ball, and because he's 

so aggressive, you can't just throw it on the corners. You have to be extra careful with him, because he can drive the ball 

to all fields. He's impressed me." -- NL scout 

Gary Sanchez  

"The defense has been much maligned, and I think some of it has carried over to the offensive side of the game for him. 

He's going to be a focal point to how the Yankees perform because of the defensive component behind the plate." -- NL 

scout 

"The bat is what it is. He has some of the best power in the game for his position. The defense could cost them in a close 

game in the playoffs; that would be one of my main concerns." --NL scout 

Masahiro Tanaka  

"Tanaka is back. He's pitching the best on the team, he has the experience and he can change speeds in pressure 

situations." -- NL scout 

"Don't try to hit the splitter." -- AL East infielder 

Luis Severino  

"Severino has some of the best stuff in the game. Whether it's fatigue, exhaustion, whatever, he's just not throwing that 

well. I just don't understand it, because the stuff is so good. In any particular game, he should give you a chance to win." -

- NL scout 

Zach Britton  
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"If you can be as successful as he is in the Major Leagues with one pitch [a sinker] when everyone knows what's coming 

and guys still have trouble hitting it, it's pretty dominant." -- AL East outfielder 
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Rockies’ Nolan Arenado ready to shine on center stage in first postseason series 
Arenado, who’s scheduled to become a free agent after the 2019 season, has repeatedly said this season has not 
been his best. 
Patrick Saunders | DenverPost.com | Oct. 3, 2018 

MILWAUKEE — Nolan Arenado won’t say it, because self-promotion is just not his thing. Friend and Rockies teammate 

Carlos Gonzalez, however, can’t wait for baseball lovers, coast to coast, to get a closeup look at Arenado. 

The viewing begins Thursday afternoon when the Rockies play the Brewers in Game 1 of the best-of-five National League 

division series. 

“This is a great opportunity for Nolan, and we talk about it all of the time,” Gonzalez said Wednesday afternoon from the 

visitors’ clubhouse at Miller Park. “Obviously, a lot of people around the league and around the baseball world get to see 

him play in the All-Star Game and things like that. But to be able to see him in a series, on the big stage, is a special 

moment for him. 

“Because he’s a special talent, he’s worked really hard and he’s waited a long time to be in this moment. I’m extremely 

proud of him and happy that he’s getting the opportunity to show the world what kind of player he is.” 

Arenado, 27, has been in the major leagues since 2013 but had to wait until last year to get into the playoffs. That 

experience ended with a painful one-and-done loss at Arizona in the wild-card game. Colorado’s stirring, 2-1, 13-inning 

victory over the Cubs in Tuesday night’s wild-card game landed the Rockies in their first National League Division Series 

since 2009, the year Arenado played for the Casper (Wyo.) Ghosts, the Rockies’ rookie-league team at the time. 

While Arenado is thrilled to be in his first postseason series, he shuns the idea that it’s any sort of personal showcase. 

“This is a great opportunity for the team, but I won’t add that pressure on me,” Arenado said. “Obviously I’m excited for my 

first series, but this is an opportunity for the whole team. We still have a chance to win a World Series and it all starts 

tomorrow. I’m happy to be in this position, as we all are, but we want more.” 

It’s not as if Arenado is an unknown. The third baseman is the first infielder in big-league history to begin his career with 

five consecutive Gold Gloves, with number six likely in the offing this off-season. He finished fourth in the NL MVP voting 

last season, though many of his teammates considered him the best all-around player in the league a year ago. 
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What’s more, Arenado is a four-time all-star who hit 38 home runs this season to win the National League home run 

crown. Despite a September slump, he hit .297, drove in 110 runs, posted a .935 OPS and had a career-high .374 on-

base percentage. 

Manager Bud Black wants all of his players to shine in the spotlight, so he’s thankful the Rockies could have a significant 

run in October. 

“Not only Nolan, but everybody, our entire team, is on this stage, and hopefully it gets bigger as we go,” Black said. “But I 

know this means a lot to Nolan. I know that he has said that, obviously, about where he’s hoping that this club gets to, and 

now we’re here, hopefully to keep going, and play in these types of games.” 

Arenado, who’s scheduled to become a free agent after the 2019 season, has repeatedly said this season has not been 

his best. A four-week stretch from Aug. 27 to Sept. 23 was rough. In that stretch he hit .202, with a .267 on-base 

percentage, a .650 OPS and three home runs in 94 at-bats. 

But he shifted to a higher gear when it mattered the most down the stretch. In the final eight games of the regular season, 

including Game 163 on Monday in Los Angeles, he hit .364 (12-for-34) with four home runs and a 1.201 OPS. 

“I feel good right now,” Arenado said. “I’m having good at-bats and I feel like I’m seeing the ball pretty well. I like where I’m 

at.” 

In the Rockies’ victory over the Cubs Tuesday night, Arenado drove in Colorado’s first run with a sacrifice fly. He also 

shined at third base. Gonzalez figures that’s just a preview of what’s to come. 

“Yesterday was a great example of what Nolan can do,” Gonzalez said. “He made diving plays at third, barehanded that 

one grounder. And those of us around him know he’s even better than what he showed last night.” 
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Analyzing the Rockies’ probable starting rotation for the NLDS against the Brewers 
Antonio Senzatela is scheduled to pitch in Thursday’s series opener, and Black said Tyler Anderson is the 
probable starter for Friday 
Kyle Newman | DenverPost.com | Oct. 3, 2018 

MILWAUKEE — One of Colorado manager Bud Black’s most-quoted baseball adages is that momentum is only as good 

as the next day’s starting pitcher. If that’s the case, Black has some thinking to do while settling on a rotation for the best-

of-five National League division series against the Brewers that starts here Thursday. 

Black has tabbed right-hander Antonio Senzatela to start the series opener, with Tyler Anderson the probable  starter for 

Friday in Game 2. Beyond that, staff aces German Marquez (last pitched Monday afternoon in the NL tiebreaker loss) and 

Kyle Freeland (pitched Tuesday night in the NL wild card win) would both be fully rested for Sunday’s Game 3 back at 

Coors Field. 

“More than likely, you’ll see Marquez and Freeland in some fashion (Sunday),” Black said Wednesday. 

Reading the tea leaves, that could mean Black is leaving his decision for later depending on how the Rockies do in the 

first two games here. Should the Rockies be tied 1-1 or be in command up 2-0 coming back to LoDo, it’s fair to assume 

Marquez would take the mound with an extra day’s rest, leaving Freeland in reserve for a possible clinching Game 4 start. 

But, should Colorado come home down 0-2, it’s possible that Black would hand the ball to the team’s most clutch pitcher, 

Freeland. The southpaw handled the October pressure cooker with six-plus innings of shutout baseball in the wild card 

victory in front of a raucous Wrigley Field crowd Tuesday night. There’s no reason to believe the Rockies wouldn’t put 

their faith in Freeland, on normal rest, with their season on the line. 

And, beyond Game 3, the question of a four-man rotation looms with the club’s NLDS roster set to be unveiled  Thursday 

morning. 

Obviously, whomever doesn’t pitch between Marquez and Freeland on Sunday will start Monday’s Game 4, if needed. 

Should the series be extended back to Milwaukee for Game 5 on Wednesday, Colorado would then have both Senzatela 

and Anderson available on normal rest. 

That means opening day starter Jon Gray, who has lasted four innings or less in four of his last five starts, is likely to be 

left off the NLDS roster in order to make room for another position player or reliever. The right-hander posted an awful 
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September (7.20 ERA in six starts with nine home runs) and his poor showing ( five runs in two innings in his last regular 

season start against Washington) didn’t inspire confidence. 
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Projecting the Rockies’ 25-man NLDS roster against the Brewers, Game 1 lineups 
The wild-card winner Rockies begin the National League division series against the Brewers on Thursday 
afternoon at Miller Park 
Kyle Newman | DenverPost.com | Oct. 4, 2018 

MILWAUKEE — The Rockies begin the National League division series against the Brewers on Thursday afternoon. With 

the team’s official NLDS roster expected to be released Thursday morning, here’s a projection of who is on the list. 

Outfielders (5). Charlie Blackmon, Matt Holliday, David Dahl, Carlos Gonzalez, Gerardo Parra. 

Infielders (6). Nolan Arenado, Ian Desmond, Trevor Story, DJ LeMahieu, Ryan McMahon, Garrett Hampson. 

Catchers (2). Chris Iannetta, Tony Wolters. 

Starters (4). Kyle Freeland, German Marquez, Tyler Anderson, Antonio Senzatela. 

Relievers (8). Wade Davis, Scott Oberg, Seunghwan Oh, Adam Ottavino, Chris Rusin, DJ Johnson, Harrison Musgrave, 

Chad Bettis. 

Rockies Game 1 Projected Lineup 

CF Charlie Blackmon 

2B DJ LeMahieu 

3B Nolan Arenado 

SS Trevor Story 

RF David Dahl 

LF Matt Holliday 

1B Ian Desmond 

C Chris Iannetta 

P Antonio Senzatela 
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Brewers Game 1 Projected Lineup 

CF Lorenzo Cain 

RF Christian Yelich 

LF Ryan Braun 

1B Jesus Aguilar 

2B Jonathan Schoop 

3B Mike Moustakas 

C Eric Kratz 

SS Orlando Arcia 

P Freddy Peralta 
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Brewers scouting report: Ten things to know about the Rockies’ NLDS opponent 
Milwaukee won eight straight to close the regular season, including their 3-1 victory over the Cubs in the NL 
Central tiebreaker 
Kyle Newman | DenverPost.com | Oct. 4, 2018 

MILWAUKEE — With the Rockies starting a best-of-five National League division series against the Brewers on 

Thursday, here are ten things to know about the team that stands between Colorado and the NL championship series. 

— The Brewers took five of seven games from the Rockies this season, winning the series at Coors Field in May and at 

Miller Park in August. 

— Christian Yelich, likely to win the NL MVP this season, came two homers and an RBI short in his quest for the NL’s first 

triple crown since 1937. 

— Manager Bud Black on the threat Yelich poses: “What a player, right?… I’ve seen enough of him to see a talented 

player emerge.” 

— Center fielder Lorenzo Cain has also been dangerous hitting leadoff in front of Yelich for most of the season, slashing 

.308/.395/.417. 

— Southpaw Josh Hader’s been in the conversation as the best reliever in baseball in 2018 with a 2.43 ERA and 143 

strikeouts in 55 appearances. 

— Fourth-year Brewers manager Craig Counsell is a Rockies’ original, having been drafted by the club in the 11th round 

of the 1992 MLB amateur draft. 

— Shortstop Trevor Story has ripped the Brewers this season, blasting seven of his 37 home runs against them while 

racking up 18 RBIs. 

— Talent-rich Milwaukee sent a franchise-high five players to the all-star game: Jesús Aguilar, Lorenzo Cain, Hader, 

Jeremy Jeffress and Yelich. 

— Speaking of Jeffress, he’s also been a lynchpin for the stout Brewers bullpen with a 1.29 ERA and 0.99 WHIP in 76-

plus innings. 
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— The red-hot Brewers won eight straight to close the regular season, including their 3-1 victory over the Cubs in the NL 

Central tiebreaker. 
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Three Stats to Watch: Rockies vs. Brewers 
Eno Sarris | TheAthletic.com | Oct. 4, 2018  

Not everyone saw the Rockies making it this far — only four out of eight regulars on The Athletic’s national baseball page 

picked them to win the wild card game. The same can probably be said for those who predicted early on that the Brewers 

would win their division. I don’t think you’re reading many analysts who had this series on the calendar. 

That’s the beauty of baseball, and also what makes it so frustrating. And still we, as soon as we’re out of the cradle 

endlessly rocking, try to figure out what’s going to happen. Even with two teams that weren’t supposed to be here today. 

So let’s look at three numbers that might prove to be meaningful in this series. We’ll look like geniuses or idiots either way. 

.457 

The Brewers’ slugging percentage has been second in baseball since the team traded for Jonathan Schoop and Mike 

Moustakas. Interestingly, the team’s .457 slugging percentage is not necessarily the result of those two players — 

Moustakas has been good (.461 SLG since Aug. 1) but Schoop has had some trouble adjusting to the new league and 

team (.331 SLG since Aug. 1). 

It’s tempting to say that they replaced worse players, but Orlando Arcia (.415 SLG, .748 OPS since Aug. 1) and Travis 

Shaw (.503 SLG, .848 OPS since Aug. 1) have been fine. They’ve been helpful themselves. 

Lineup protection though! But is replacing Jesus Aguilar with Moustakas behind Christian Yelich really the key behind 

Yelich’s nutty, MVP-worthy second half? Not only has Aguilar has outproduced Moustakas recently and for the year, but 

Moustakas has dropped in the order recently, and lineup protection — if it exists — mostly affects walks and strikeouts, 

not balls in play. 

Maybe certain hitters can affect how many fastballs you see — Joey Votto showed that having Billy Hamilton on base in 

front of him might have increased his fastball rate — and it’s true that a big part of Yelich’s success has been early-count 

(read: fastball) aggression, but I don’t see any way this chart shows that Yelich has seen more fastballs with Moustakas 

on the team. 
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No, that .457 number has probably been driven, in large part, by the singular brilliance that is Christian Yelich (.728 SLG 

since Aug. 1!). It’s been fun to watch. 

+2.4 

After years of wandering through the pitching wilderness, the Rockies have built a strong starting rotation from within. Kyle 

Freeland was excellent in the wild card game, but behind him stand the surging German Márquez, the resurgent Jon Gray 

and useful lefty Tyler Anderson. 

Those first three all throw pretty hard, maybe you’ve noticed. The Rockies rotation ranked eighth in baseball this year in 

fastball velocity, and it’s been almost a secret strength for them. 

The Brewers do not share that strength. Their rotation was last in baseball in fastball velocity, in fact. 
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Just how meaningful will the 2.4 mph difference between the fastball velocities of these two rotations be? It’ll probably 

depend on two things. 

When the Brewers’ starters are in, it might depend on their command. Milwaukee had top-10 Command+ numbers out of 

their rotation — when Jhoulys Chacin (102 fastball Command+), Zach Davies (108 Command+) and Wade Miley (105 

Command+) are at their best, they’re able to hit both sides of the plate and keep hitters off balance. 

And then when the starters are out, we’ll see how the Brewers are built for the postseason in another way. Their bullpen is 

nasty — they had the fifth-best velocity in the regular season, and the third-best strikeout rate (second since Aug. 1, to the 

Rockies seventh) — and we’re approaching an offseason where half of the innings will be pitched by the bullpen. 

But in those first few innings, the Rockies will probably have an advantage. 

Dude can’t stay healthy. David Dahl is an exciting talent, but he’s kind of like playing competitive pickup ball into your 

early forties: a major injury could be waiting around every corner. This year it was a right foot fracture that kept Dahl out of 

most of the middle part of the season. 

But then he came back and demonstrated why he’s a rising star in the game. Dahl has 12 homers since Aug. 1, which 

gives the Rockies a Big Four that can maybe hang with the best four sluggers on the Brewers — depending, of course, on 

how unconscious Yelich is going to be. 

Along with Nolan Arenado, Trevor Story and Charlie Blackmon, the Rockies now have a top of the lineup that can 

compete with the Brewers, even if they aren’t likely to surpass them. Of course, if you look by park- and league-adjusted 

rates, they aren’t even close, but there are a few reasons to believe that park factors for Colorado are messed up. 

Let’s just look at a simple measure where Dahl has had an impact: runs. The Rockies just had their best month by runs 

and runs per game 
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If the Rockies can score enough runs to hang with the Brewers, it eliminates a key strength for Milwaukee. David Dahl will 

be a huge part of that effort. 
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Three reasons the Brewers and Dodgers will win in NLDS 
Tim Kurkjian | ESPN.com | Oct. 4, 2018 

The National League Division Series pits the Milwaukee Brewers against the Colorado Rockies and the Los Angeles 

Dodgers against the Atlanta Braves. Here is Tim Kurkjian's pick for each series, with three reasons why that team will win 

-- and one reason why it might not. 

Three reasons the Brewers will beat the Rockies 

The teams with the two best records in the National League in the second half, the Brewers and Rockies, now play in a 

division series. Neither one has ever won the World Series. Both beat the Cubs on the road this week. Both are on a 

serious roll, with one major difference: The Brewers will be working with an extra day of rest, critical time to unwind and 

heal, while the Rockies needed 13 innings -- the longest winner-take-all game in postseason history -- and nearly five 

hours of wild-card baseball to get to this round. 

Brewers' bullpen: It is the hottest one in the game right now. Their bullpen ERA in September/October is 1.98. Corey 

Knebel, with that riding four-seam fastball, has three walks and 33 strikeouts since the start of September; he has the 

second-best strikeout percentage of any NL reliever this season. The best belongs to teammate Josh Hader, who struck 

out nearly 50 percent of the batters he faced; only Aroldis Chapman and Craig Kimbrel (twice) have had a higher strikeout 

percentage in any season in history. Hader had 143 strikeouts, most by any reliever since Brad Lidge in 2004. Closer 

Jeremy Jeffress had a 1.29 ERA in 73 appearances; Eric Gagne and Ted Abernathy are the only pitchers to post an ERA 

that low in a season of 70 appearances. The Brewers are nearly unbeatable when they lead after six innings and have 

Knebel, Hader and Jeffress lined up. 

Christian Yelich: He is going to win the NL MVP. He has carried this team to 96 wins and a division title with a fabulous 

second half, and he got so many big hits, especially when they were needed most. "He has been so good, our guys look 

at him and they can't comprehend, they shake their heads as if to say, 'How can anyone be this great?'" Brewers manager 

Craig Counsell said. Brewers infielder Travis Shaw said, "Yellie's bat-to-ball skills are better than any player I've ever 

played with. And he knows his swing better than anyone I've played with." Yelich has hit so many balls on the barrel this 

year, he estimates -- when pressed to give a number -- that he has broken maybe six bats all season (that is remarkably 

low). But the Brewers are more than just Yelich. They hit the second-most home runs in the NL. Shaw hit 32 homers. 

Ryan Braun had a great September. Center fielder Lorenzo Cain has solidified the leadoff spot with an OBP of .402. "This 
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team reminds me of the Royals' championship team with the way we pitch out of the bullpen and the way we play 

defense," said Brewers third baseman Mike Moustakas, who was a member of that Kansas City squad. "But the one thing 

that this team has the Royals didn't was a hitter that was as great as Yellie." 

Defense: The Brewers have had one Gold Glove winner -- Carlos Gomez in 2013 -- since Robin Yount in 1982. Yet they 

have really upgraded their defense this season; only the Diamondbacks had more defensive runs saved. Cain has made 

a huge difference, as have Moustakas and Yelich, and Orlando Arcia is a magician at shortstop. But a difference also has 

been made by Counsell, who played 15 years in the big leagues mainly because of his defense. Counsell is the rare, if not 

the only manager who carries a glove around with him during batting practice every day, another reminder of the 

importance of defense. 

One reason I will be completely wrong 

The Rockies are rolling: They have won 10 of their past 12 games. They played the past three games in three different 

time zones, under intense pressure, and won two of them. "I love this team, nothing phases us," manager Bud Black said. 

They can beat you so many ways, mostly with the power of Nolan Arenado and Trevor Story, and now David Dahl, who 

hit seven homers through August, but nine in September. Arenado and Story anchor an excellent infield defense, which 

helped win the wild-card game against the Cubs. But the biggest difference in the Rockies recently is their bullpen; since 

Sept. 1, it has posted the second-best ERA in the NL, trailing only the Brewers. Adam Ottavino, Seunghwan Oh and Scott 

Oberg have thrown up a lot of zeroes lately, including in the wild-card game, getting the ball to closer Wade Davis. 

Three reasons the Dodgers will beat the Braves 

Los Angeles and Atlanta are 2,000 miles apart, as were the expectations of these teams going into the 2018 season. The 

Dodgers were determined to win the World Series for the first time since 1988. The Braves were hoping to get to the 

corner, then turn it and contend in 2019. Instead, the Dodgers needed to win a tiebreaker to clinch their sixth straight NL 

West title, and the Braves, from nowhere, won the NL East. Now these two teams, from different directions, meet in the 

NLDS. 

Power: Teams win these days by hitting the ball out of the ballpark. The Dodgers hit the most home runs, 235, in the NL 

this year. They hit more homers than any team in Dodgers history. Late in the season, they hit a home run in 23 straight 

games, tying a club record. They have hitters from 1-8 in the order who can go deep. They had 10 players with at least 13 
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home runs. They had seven with at least 20, led by Max Muncy, who came from nowhere to hit 35. And their depth is so 

great, they recently played a game in which they had 100 home runs sitting on the bench. There is no escaping the 

Dodgers' power. 

Starting pitching: Clayton Kershaw, on full rest for Game 1, is not the Clayton Kershaw of old after battling various injuries, 

including a back ailment, the past three years. But he is still a very, very good pitcher. He had a 2.73 ERA this year, a 

1.04 WHIP and struck out nearly a batter per inning. His postseason numbers are famously un-Kershaw-like -- 7-7, 4.35 

ERA in 24 games (19 starts) -- but it's time to bury the narrative that he can't win a big game in October, because he can, 

and he has. He is wildly competitive and is driven as hard as anyone to win the World Series. He also has a lot of help this 

year with the emergence of rookie Walker Buehler, who won the tiebreaker game against the Rockies with another 

dominating performance. Rich Hill is in line to start in this series, also. The Braves will counter in Game 1 with Mike 

Foltynewicz, who has overpowering stuff and a 2.85 ERA, but after him, it doesn't appear the Braves can match up with 

the Dodgers' rotation. It helps the Dodgers that they have the home field. 

Experience, and hunger: The Dodgers who were there last year will never forget the feeling of losing in Game 7 of the 

World Series. It surely will drive them to not let it happen again. With Kershaw, Chase Utley, Kenley Jansen and others 

around to remind everyone of their mission, you have to like the Dodgers' mindset going into the postseason. Plus, they 

have guys who were acquired to get them there this year, including shortstop Manny Machado and second baseman 

Brian Dozier. They are free agents at the end of the season, meaning they are playing for a new contract as well as a 

chance to advance in the playoffs. 

One reason I will be completely wrong 

Youth and talent: There is an old cliché in baseball that a team can be too young and too talented to know the pressure 

that comes along with playing in the postseason for the first time. Such is the case with the Braves. Ronald Acuna Jr., age 

20, is so gifted he just overpowers the game with his athleticism and skill. The lift he has given the Braves since his recall 

in April, and his insertion into the leadoff spot in July, cannot be overstated. He is not alone. Second baseman Ozzie 

Albies is awfully impressive. Plus, the Braves have a nice veteran blend with Freddie Freeman, Nick Markakis and others. 

But another of the young guys, shortstop Dansby Swanson, might not play due to a left-hand injury suffered late in the 

season. The Braves will have to be 100 percent healthy if they are going to beat L.A. 
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Brewers making Game 1 bullpen day, with Woodruff opening 
ESPN.com | Oct. 4, 2018 

The Milwaukee Brewers will start the National League Division Series against the Colorado Rockies with a bullpen day, 

announcing Thursday on Twitter that Brandon Woodruff will be the first "out getter." 

Everything you need to know about Thursday's NLDS games 

The Rockies look to ride their wild-card momentum, the young Braves hope to shake any jitters, and Milwaukee and L.A. 

try to hold serve at home. 

Brewers manager Craig Counsell said Wednesday that the Brewers have been moving away from the idea of starters and 

relievers and using matchups to their advantage. 

"There aren't going to be hard and fast rules to how we use any of our pitchers," Counsell said. 

The Oakland Athletics used the "opener" approach Wednesday night in their wild-card game against the New York 

Yankees, with Liam Hendriks getting the start. Hendriks went one inning in the Yankees' 7-2 victory and got the loss. 

Oakland's relievers were 45-16 in the regular season, the second-most bullpen wins in big league history behind the 

Tampa Bay Rays' 54 this year. 

Right-hander Antonio Senzatela will start for the Rockies in Game 1. Senzatela was 6-6 in 13 starts in the regular season, 

with a 4.38 ERA and 69 strikeouts. 

Counsell said right-hander Jhoulys Chacin will start Friday's Game 2. 

Chacin started the tiebreaker game against the Chicago Cubs on Monday. Going on three days' rest, Chacin is expected 

to last for a shorter-than-usual stint. 
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HEADLINES BSN Exclusive: Wolters goes from “scared to throw to second” to Wild-Card hero 
Drew Creasman | BSNDenver.com | Oct. 4, 2018  

MILWAUKEE – The game of baseball demands people like Tony Wolters exist. 

A professional ball club can begin to feel like a giant machine, the players, coaches, and front office staff at times seeming 

as cogs who push the wheel ever forward. 

But in reality, it is far messier and chaotic than all that. Disparate motivations and egos and lots in life can pull at the fabric 

of the idea behind the word team. 

Someone has to be the glue that holds it all together. 

For most of 2018, Wolters has struggled to hit, to put it mildly. He ranks near the bottom in most categories at the plate 

but has endeared himself to (some) fans and teammates with his excellent glove work and dirtball demeanor 

He bleeds baseball and plays not for himself but for his pitchers. He has become symbolic of everything this rag-tag group 

that has mostly stayed the same for two years has come to be known for. 

They are gritty, competitive, and hungry to win… for each other. 

In a one-on-one conversation with BSN Denver, Wolters said he has always been the type of person who finds joy in 

helping others. 

” I want to be so prepared,” he says. “I want to be there to help the pitchers out. It makes me feel good because I’m 

helping our teammates out, and I like that. I’ve always been that guy to where I want to help guys out. I don’t want to just 

help myself out. I want to help other people out. It gives me a good feeling of, ‘I did my studying, I’m super prepared, I feel 

really good. I’m excited. I’m going to help you guys as much as I can. I’m going to keep everything in front of me. I’m 

going to throw guys out. I want to do my job to the best of my ability, and I’m passionate about it.’ I like it a lot.” 

So it only makes sense that he would abandon (for the most part) his home on the middle infield and don the tools of 

ignorance. 

He took the time to reflect on the moment the seed was planted that he might just be a catcher now. 
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“When I got told, “Hey would you be a catcher? The one thing that came to mind was “I don’t know if I can throw it down to 

second.” he laughed. “That was the first thing. ‘I don’t know if I can make it down to second.’ I was like, ‘Shoot, I can’t 

make it down to second.’ So I asked them – I said, ‘Hey, you’ve got to give me a day to think about it.’ Actually, I went to a 

field and threw down to second in the squat, to see if I could do it, and I did it. It made me a little more confident. 

But there was an anticipation of good things to come as well. 

“I was excited because with catching, you’re always touching the ball. I have major ADD when it comes to that. But when 

I’m catching the ball all the time, it kind of slows it down and I love being in the game. I love being a part of creating the 

tempo of the game and I’m really passionate about catching.” 

He certainly seemed to have a slow heart rate on Tuesday night. Though it wasn’t behind the plate but at it where he gave 

us one of the single most memorable moments in team history. 

From being afraid of throwing the ball to second base to delivering the clutch hit and catching the final out in the biggest 

game for his club since 2009. Quite the journey. 

With his name firmly etched into Rockies lore, all of the squabblings about his bat dissipates for a moment in the 

realization that it took every man who suited up for Colorado this season to get them where they are: the National League 

Division Series. 

The Wild Card game came down to the very last man on the Rockies’ bench. Lucky for them, the last man was Tony 

Wolters. 
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Inside Kyle Freeland’s Wrigley Field Masterpiece 
Drew Creasman | BSNDenver.com | Oct. 3, 2018  

CHICAGO – The Chicago Cubs’ starter for the National League Wild Card game, 34-year-old southpaw Jon Lester, came 

into the contest with 148 innings of postseason work and a remarkable 2.55 ERA over 25 games. He is a three-time World 

Series champion, including pitching the final game of a Boston Red Sox sweep over the Rockies in 2007. 

The bottom of the first was Kyle Freeland’s first inning of postseason baseball. 

And somehow he managed to outduel a borderline legend. 

As he almost always seems to, Freeland gave up some hits but limited them all to singles in what turned out to be the 

most dominating pitching performance in Colorado Rockies’ postseason history. 

In the first, Ben Zobrist singled back up the middle on a low fastball. But he wouldn’t get anywhere. Freeland came back 

to strike out Kris Bryant on a high fastball and get Anthony Rizzo to fly out to straightaway right. After getting a close play 

on a pickoff attempt overturned at first, Freeland just struck out Javier Baez with a filthy changeup end the inning. 

For those counting, those were three all-world players that the Rockies’ second-year lefty mowed down in his first taste of 

playoff baseball. 

He did the dance again in the second after Albert Almora Jr., who had just robbed David Dahl of extra bases in the 

previous half inning with a jumping catch against the wall, hit another leadoff single up the middle. 

Freeland got a ground ball to first that Ian Desmond fielded quickly and fired to second but the lefty fell off toward third 

base and was unable to get to first in time to complete a double play. He got some help in the next at-bat when Blackmon 

ran down a Wilson Contreras line drive in center, looking like a younger version of himself. 

He finished off the inning with a gorgeous strikeout of David Bote, punctuated by a fastball dotted on the high, inside 

corner that the righty swung through. 

After that, Freeland settled into a groove, retiring the side in order in the third, fourth, and fifth innings, getting another big 

strikeout of Bote to end the fifth, walking off the mound with swagger, confidence, and purpose. 
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Almora threw out yet another single to center field with one out in the seventh and Daniel Murphy stayed back on a high 

fastball and hammered it the other way but Trevor Story took to the air and made a spectacular diving catch on what 

turned out to be Freeland’s last play of the game. 

Kyle Freeland tossed 6.2 innings giving up just four hits and walking one while striking out six Cubs hitters, often living in 

dangerous locations up and in but doing so with extreme conviction. 

Coming into Tuesday’s NL Wild Card Game, the Rockies had played in 21 postseason games in their twenty-five 

seasons. 

Freeland did not allow a runner to reach second base until the sixth and, even then, it was not his fault. 

Pinch-hitter Ian Happ walked on eight pitches after getting behind 0-2. When a Kris Bryant fly ball sailed into right field, it 

appeared destined for the glove of David Dahl. The speedy outfielder who is generally a solid defender misplayed the ball, 

allowing the second out of the inning to fall in for a single. 

Freeland responded by getting star first baseman Anthony Rizzo to hit into an inning-ending double play on one pitch. 

And all of this happened on his first time pitching on short rest. All he had done four games prior was clinch the Rockies 

chance to play in this game by gutting through his worst start by hits given up (11) to only allow a pair of runs. 

Freeland has come to embody everything this version of the Colorado Rockies is about. Multiple players (all older than 

him) have come on the BSN Rockies Podcast and told us that the entire team learns from how he goes about his 

business and attacks the game of baseball every day. 

His competitive spirit was on full display to a national audience on Tuesday night and they finally got the chance to see 

someone who is far more than a perfect fairytale hometown story. 

After pitching the best season in Rockies history, to took Freeland exactly one game to pitch the best postseason game in 

franchise history. 

Still at just 25 years old, and with no disrespect meant to Larry Walker or Todd Helton (or even Carlos Gonzalez or Nolan 

Arenado) nobody has ever had the Colorado Rockies more deeply embedded into their soul. 
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OTHER NOTABLE STARTS 

The Rockies first entry into the postseason occurred in 1995 as the NL’s first Wild Card due in large part to the Blake 

Street Bombers and an offense that led the NL in runs scored. Dante Bichette, Larry Walker, Vinny Castilla and Andres 

Galarraga all mashed thirty or more home runs in Coors Field’s first season. 

The Rockies faced eventual World Champion Atlanta Braves in the NL Division Series. 

Kevin Ritz started Game One against future Hall of Famer Greg Maddux. The 30-year-old threw 5.2 innings and 

surrendered only two runs at home, leaving the game with a 3-2 lead in the sixth before Steve Reed blew the lead with a 

runner aboard. 

Jeff Francis went 6.2 innings in 2007 during Game One of the National League Championship Series when he beat 

Diamondbacks starter Brandon Webb. Francis also beat the Philllies in the NLDS with a 6.2 inning, two-run victory start. 

Ubaldo Jimenez, the pitcher often linked with Freeland throughout much of this season, went seven innings that same 

2007 postseason during Game Four of the World Series against Boston’s Lester in the lefty’s first postseason start. 

Perfect irony. 
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The tale of Tony Wolters, and his path to becoming ‘Rocktober’s’ latest hero 
Brandon Ewing | MileHighSports.com | October 3, 2018 

Going into the 13th inning of the National League Wild Card game, the Colorado Rockies came to bat while locked in a 1-

1 tie with the Chicago Cubs. 

After DJ LeMahieu and Nolan Arenado were retired, a Trevor Story single through the left side of the infield extended the 

inning. A Gerardo Parra single advanced Story to third, and in stepped catcher Tony Wolters. 

Before Tuesday night, Wolters was hitless in his last 15 at-bats and averaged a measly .170 batting average in 74 games 

this season. But that didn’t matter in this situation. It came down to Wolters and Cubs pitcher Kyle Hendricks. 

After working the count to 1-2, Hendricks had a chance to finish Wolters and give the Cubs another chance to walk the 

Rockies off in the bottom half of the inning, but then ‘Rocktober’ happened. Wolters roped a single up the middle, giving 

the Rockies their first run in over four hours and their first lead since the eighth inning. 

Colorado Rockies 

Rockies 

 .@TonyWolters, 1.000 #Postseason hitter.#Rocktober 

The Rockies were able to hold on in the bottom half of the inning, and Wolters immediately became a hero, carved into 

the stone of history. The craziest part of Wolters’ performance is that he had to sit around for 11 innings before being 

inserted into the game. Chris Iannetta started the game for the Rockies and played seven innings before Drew Butera was 

inserted in a double-switch with pitcher Adam Ottavino. After a passed ball and costly error on catcher’s interference, 

Rockies fans were slowly starting to wonder why Wolters was still on the bench and Butera was behind the dish. It took a 

double-switch with Scott Oberg in the 12th inning to give Wolters the opportunity to finally make his mark, which he did 

from the get-go. 

DNA Catching 

@dnacatching 
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 I've posted before about @TonyWolters of the @Rockies before in regards to his ability to work down to up through the 

ball on tough low pitches. Watch where his glove starts its approach and the fluidity through the pitch. Truly impressive. 

Hitting the game-winning RBI was one thing, but the defensive play spotlighted above was just as big when you look at 

the grand scheme of things. Wolters does an incredible job “picking the tissue,” and stealing a strike-three call against one 

of the Cubs’ best hitters in Kris Bryant. This play hasn’t gotten the notoriety it should’ve, considering how big a strikeout it 

was. If Bryant gets on base, it puts the winning run on first and gives the Cubs all the momentum with the home crowd 

behind them. Wolters didn’t let that happen though, as his incredible framing ability was on full display when the Rockies 

needed him most. 

After acquiring Wolters in 2016 courtesy of a Spring Training waiver claim from the Cleveland Indians, the Rockies were 

taking a chance on an infielder-turned-catcher. The Rockies can thank Terry Francona for that one, as the Indians’ 

manager was the one who had the idea to move Wolters behind the dish. 

It’s never easy to switch positions, especially when you’ve already made it to the highest level, but Wolters handled it like 

a pro. As a left-handed hitter who catches right-handed, the catching position was a natural fit for Wolters, as he quickly 

became one of the best pitch-framers in baseball. After making the Rockies’ opening day roster in 2016, he appeared in 

71 games that season as the backup to starting catcher Nick Hundley. 

Even though his bat has always lagged behind, Wolters’ defensive ability has allowed him to become a favorite to more 

than one of the Rockies’ pitchers. Wolters often catches starters German Marquez and Jon Gray, and has slowly built a 

reputation as a solid game-caller behind the dish. This is something Wolters takes pride in, and it’s something he outlined 

in a interview with Nick Groke of the Denver Post last season.  

“Catching is all about being unselfish and working with guys and really just respecting who you’re working with,” Wolters 

said. “You have to take yourself out of it and think, ‘I’m helping you in your career. Trust me. I’m putting 100 percent into 

it.’ That’s the one thing I love about catching. I like helping others.” 

That unselfishness has allowed Wolters to morph into a clubhouse favorite, which became even clearer in this tweet that 

came out last night. 

Jon Morosi 
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@jonmorosi 

 How respected is Tony Wolters in the #Rockies clubhouse? When the team presented Chad Bettis with a bottle of 

Macallan scotch whiskey in May, in observance of the one-year anniversary of his final chemotherapy treatment, it was 

Wolters who spoke for the team. @MLB @MLBNetwork 

The idea that the Rockies gave Wolters the keys to the kingdom in that moment is special. It shows the respect his 

teammates have for him, and it shows just how important his presence is within that Rockies’ clubhouse. 

The ride certainly hasn’t been easy for Wolters, as he’s had to work for everything he’s earned. But that’s what makes 

playoff baseball so special — you never know who’s going to step up and make the big play. In this case it was Wolters, 

and when you look back at his story, you realize how it couldn’t have happened to a better person. 

Wolters’ RBI single will go down as one of the greatest moments in Rockies’ franchise history — and thanks to him, 

Colorado is heading to Milwaukee to face the Brewers in game One of the NLDS Thursday afternoon. 
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Colorado Rockies: After celebrating, it’s time to focus on the Brewers 
Aaron Hurt | RoxPile.com | Oct. 4, 2018 

The celebration is over. The alcohol and euphoria (mostly the alcohol) is finally out of our systems. We have somewhat 

caught up on lost sleep after the almost five-hour marathon Wild Card game ended late into the night (sorry, to my wife 

and kids, I tried to keep it down.) We have enjoyed the Colorado Rockies’ 2-1 victory over the Chicago Cubs and their 

annoying fans long enough. As sweet as it is, we need to turn the page and shift focus to the National League Division 

Series and the Milwaukee Brewers. 

The Colorado Rockies will definitely need to focus as the Brewers have been the hottest team in baseball, which is saying 

something considering that the Rockies have won 10 of the last 12 games. In fact, the Brewers have won 11 of the last 13 

games, outscoring their opponents a staggering 83-32 as they ran down the Cubs from behind for the NL Central title. 

The Brewers’ offensive onslaught has been led by the likely National League MVP winner, Christian Yelich, who is hitting 

.451/.576/1.039 with seven home runs and 22 RBI in his last 15 games. As a whole, the Brewers have been in the middle 

of the pack of the National League all year long in most major offensive categories, but the month of September was a 

completely different story as they were in the top five. 

Antonio Senzatela will be called upon first, opposite Wade Miley, to shut down the Brew Crew’s bats in Game One of the 

series. It will be interesting to see how Bud Black sets up the rest of the rotation. 

A big decision on whether to go with a four or five-man rotation could be huge considering the Rockies wont be able to get 

multiple starts from German Marquez and Kyle Freeland this series since they pitched Monday and Tuesday, respectively. 

Also, does Black have faith in Jon Gray to send him out there for Game Two? Gray has struggled in his last few starts and 

has taken a lot of criticism while Tyler Anderson dominated an extremely potent Nationals offense on Sunday. 

Will it be Anderson or Gray? Black has kept that close to his vest and may wait to see how Game One plays out before 

deciding. 

The other big issue facing the Rockies is figuring out how jump-start their offense. Coming off the seven-game homestand 

to finish the season, they have only scratched out four runs in 22 innings of play in the tiebreaker and Wild Card games, 

which were both played on the road. Rockies pitcher Jhoulys Chacin likely awaits them in Game Two. 
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As fantastic as it was to pop champagne in the faces of the Cubs and their fan base on Tuesday night, there is a much 

bigger prize for the Rockies … and it starts with the Brewers. Rocktober has only begun and we (the fans) are already 

thirsty for a whole lot more. 
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MLB Playoffs 2018: Dissecting Scott Oberg’s four strikeouts 
The Rockies reliever is living a renaissance that took center stage Tuesday night 
Connor Farrell |  PurpleRow.com | Oct. 4, 2018 

It hasn’t always been this easy for Scott Oberg, but the 28-year-old right-handed reliever is living a breakout season for 

the Rockies this year. On Tuesday night when the Rockies needed a closer, Bud Black made sure he saved Oberg for 

that moment. 

Oberg lived up to it. The former pariah, the former up-and-down reliever who looked like another farm-arm burnout, 

became a playoff hero — something the Rockies don’t have many of in their short history. 

Oberg faced four batters on Tuesday and he struck them all out. He used sliders for all four Ks but the way he used them 

was different; the sequencing he took to get there changed. Scott Oberg’s four strikeout pitches were each incredible, 

individual stories in themselves. These are those stories. 

Pitch #1: Kris Bryant, 3-2 count 

It’s the bottom of the 12th and after an outstanding performance from Chris Rusin, Bud Black brings in Oberg to finish off 

the inning and Kris Bryant. Bryant is batting ahead of Terrance Gore, who is batting in place of Anthony Rizzo, so there is 

a little potential strategy to this at-bat that has played out for the first five pitches. 

Oberg knows he has Gore waiting, a guy exclusively used for his legs and not his bat, so he doesn’t have to give anything 

the Cubs superstar third baseman can hit. The broadcast notes this as Bryant comes to bat with Olney and A-Rod both 

stating that Bryant won’t see a pitch in the strike zone. He doesn’t see one for the first five. Shockingly, Bryant swings at 

two of them. 

Bryant’s swings in this AB are surprising only in that he seems to be the only person in the building who thinks he’s going 

to see a strike. Vasgersian states that Bryant’s first swing (a check swing on a low slider) was even probably 

gamesmanship in order to coax Oberg into grooving a fastball or something. That’s how unexpected that swing was — the 

broadcast was coming up with storylines to explain it. Bryant’s check swing is followed by two more sliders, Bryant swings 

at one of them. Then, he gets a fifth slider and he sits on it. The count is 3-2. 
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Kris Bryant has seen five pitches and they have all been low sliders. This isn’t Blackjack; the probability he is going to see 

another slider is probably around 80% at this point. Oberg both 1) doesn’t want to throw a pitch Bryant can hit and 2) 

doesn’t care if KB walks because it’s Terrance freaking Gore next. 

Scott throws a sixth slider. 

Bryant sits on it. It’s probably out of the zone, borderline at least. But the ump has been giving that outside corner since 

the third batter of the game and it’s cost batters on both sides, so if he doesn’t give it now it’s more egregious than not 

giving it. He pumps his fist. Strikeout. 

Oberg executed this pitch to perfection. He could’ve just chucked a dirt slider and let Bryant walk to first. Hell, that’s what I 

thought was going to happen, and that’s probably what Kris Bryant thought was going to happen. Oberg decides to do 

what he’s done the last five pitches and see if Bryant will be caught off guard by having a pitch close. 

This could do a couple of things. It could prompt Bryant to swing at it to try and protect (something we’ll see later) or it 

could catch just enough of the zone (with expert framer Tony Wolters behind the plate) that it gets a strike three call. 

The latter happens. Scott Oberg placed it perfectly, it couldn’t have been better. Bryant takes a step towards first before 

he hears Guccione yell for him to turn around. 

KO. 

Andrew Simon 

@AndrewSimonMLB 

 Scott Oberg had a plan against Kris Bryant. He stuck with it. And it worked, thanks to a borderline strike three call. 

Pitch #2: Terrance Gore, 3-2 count 

So we’re at 3-2 again, this time it’s the 13th and the Rockies are in the lead. Oberg lost a pitch on 2-2 and crossed 

Wolters up; it got past his glove and hit the umpire. Gore tried to say it hit him, but even he didn’t believe those 

shenanigans (and who would). Anyway, the point is Oberg has now worked himself into a count that he really shouldn’t 
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have. Gore is not a good hitter and is really only in this position because the game has gone on much longer than either 

manager wants. 

The real problem is Gore’s legs. If he gets on, he’ll steal second. All of the sudden it’s a runner on second and nobody out 

for Javier Baez. Basically, the whole thing is about to go off the rails if Oberg doesn’t make this pitch. 

A-Rod says something interesting before the pitch — he notes that 3-2 pitches are only in the zone about 50% of the time. 

Pitchers would rather walk someone than give up an extra base hit and that shines through in that stat. You’d rather have 

a guy walk to first than walk to every base on a home run after you groove one just trying to make a strike. 

A-Rod says this to set the mentality of both of these players. Baseball is a team sport, but it’s defined and built by about 

75 individual face-offs every game. This is another one. A-Rod is setting the scene that Oberg is probably not going to 

throw a strike and Gore is probably thinking he needs to take a pitch here. 

Gore is 100% more valuable to his team if he takes this pitch regardless of its location. If he watches a fastball down the 

middle that’s just one out, but if Oberg misses the zone and Gore trots to first, he’s become the ultimate weapon to tie this 

game. 

Oberg also just lost the grip on a pitch and has to think about that too. Nothing ever easy in October. 

So he is probably not going to throw a strike and Gore is definitely not going to swing, case closed on this one, right? Until 

Scott Oberg decided this game was a little too clean and needed some filth. 

Slider, dirty, off the plate. Gore can’t help himself, he doesn’t pick up the spin. He’s fooled immediately and thinks Oberg 

put one in the zone to try and catch him napping. He swings. Ball is in the ground, strikeout. 

KO. 

Rob Friedman 

@PitchingNinja 

 Scott Oberg, Filthy 87mph Slider. 😨😨 
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Pitch #3: Javier Baez, 1-2 count 

This is the best one. 

Baez is an MVP candidate, the guy has all but single handedly carried a tired and broken Cubs offense to 95 wins. He tied 

this game by getting a barrel to an Adam Ottavino 0-2 slider. He’s a grade-A hitter and this is his moment. 

Only, and he doesn’t know this, it’s actually Scott Oberg’s moment. It always was and always will be. Javier Baez is a 

bystander in another man’s heroic tale this time, and he’s about to find out why. 

Scott Oberg did something this at-bat he did not do to Kris Bryant (or Terrance Gore really) — he threw a fastball. A four 

seamer made the count 1-2 and now Baez has to be thinking he’s been setup for Oberg to be going back to the outside 

edge with a slider. It’s the obvious strategy. Oberg probably wants to do that too, honestly. It’s gotten him two strikeouts 

already. Why not just go back to it for a third? 

But Oberg knows that Baez knows he’s going to do that. So he decides to move into Javier Baez’s house and marry his 

mother. Scott Oberg has taken this moment to become Javy’s dad. He spins this slider and backs it up like a cement 

mixer. Maybe he didn’t mean to, but this thing doesn’t move like that. This thing has gas. Oberg brings this pitch all the 

way back inside and catches Baez completely off guard. He gets his doors blown off, he swings so late that if this pitch 

were a Broadway show he would’ve missed curtain. 

Rob Friedman 

@PitchingNinja 

 Scott Oberg, 97mph Fastball and 90mph Slider, Overlay. 

Baez, by the way, is an MVP candidate in the midst of his career year. Did I mention that? Scott Oberg doesn’t care, and 

he gets to watch the ball go around the diamond as he walks the mound. Strikeout. 

KO. 

Pitch #4: Albert Almora, Jr. 0-2 count 
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They say the last out is usually the toughest. But for Scott Oberg and this inning, he made this one look so easy I almost 

believed I could do it. 

He opens to Almora with a fastball (whaaaaaaaat??) and gets him to foul it off. Then a slider away and it’s 0-2 within a 

heartbeat. 

Almora knows what’s coming here. I know whats coming here. Half of Wrigley is looking for that little red dot that pops up 

when you catch the spin on that slider. The whole world knows what Scott Oberg is going to throw and where he is going 

to throw it. It does not matter. 

Almora swings. He has to, because Oberg put this slider in a spot that he can’t avoid. He has to cover the outer half 

because there is one thing worse than striking out swinging to end your season, and that’s striking out looking to end your 

season. 

This pitch dies like a wet bean bag. It floats from the knees to the ankles in about four feet and Almora’s bat doesn’t even 

get a kiss. 

Strike three. Ballgame. KO. 

MLB 

@MLB 

 Rocktoberfest. 

★ ★ ★ 

Scott Oberg may never have a season as good as this one again. But in a year of instability and missed investments in 

this bullpen, his breakout campaign has been about as well received as any. That came to a legendary climax on Tuesday 

night. Scott Oberg pitched the lights out of Wrigley Field in October. Even if he never throws another good inning, he’ll 

have these four pitches. 
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As Rockies enter NLDS against Brewers, Buddy Black adds another chapter to story time 
Paul Klee | Gazette.com | Oct 3, 2018  

MILWAUKEE — The walk is 153 paces. Swerves past the Johnsonville sausage cart and takes about 95 seconds for an 

average walking-and-talking man to get from Point A, the Rockies clubhouse at Miller Park, to Point B, the media 

interview room. 

Turns out, Bud Black is not an average man. Not only does the skipper have the Rockies (still) in the playoffs for a second 

straight year, his walking-and-talking ability is something you'd see from a gifted radio host, or a rich salesman. 

Wednesday, in the time it took Black to go from A to B, he played the lead in three conversations at the same time. The 

final one was with part of the Brewers PR staff, all three of whom he knew by name, as they caught up like old friends 

from college. Telling you, man can spin a yarn like nobody’s business. 

 “We will adhere to Rule No. 1” in the best-of-five National League Division Series that starts here Thursday against the 

Brewers, Black said, “which is be ready for anything.” 

This story the Rockies are scribbling down at a suddenly frantic pace is one that Black could not have envisioned before 

he moved to Colorado and discovered a love for winning baseball at altitude and the unofficial state beverage, IPAs. It’s 

not easy to imagine things that haven’t happened before: two seasons, two postseasons. The second's still TBD. I asked 

him on Wednesday — to continue story time — if all of this is what Black had in mind when he took over from Walt Weiss 

in November 2016. 

"Coming into this job I knew the Rockies organization from a player perspective, just at the big-league level, watching 

Nolan, watching Charlie, D.J.,” said Black, whose 91 wins this season set a personal record in an 11-year managing 

career. 

So that’s a big chunk of the lineup and defense checked off. Funny thing about this juicy matchup against the Brewers in a 

NLDS: it’s starting pitching where the Rox hold an edge. 

"The reason we’re here is because of them,” Carlos Gonzalez said in the visitors clubhouse. 

And to Black, 20-somethings German Marquez, Kyle Freeland and Antonio Senzatela might as well have been drummers 

in Milwaukee’s Violent Femmes. Didn’t know 'em from Adam or Eve. 
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“I didn’t know what to expect, really, on the total team personnel and even the minor-league players that ultimately came 

up to us,” Black said. “Once I got into this job ... I realized this is a good team with some talent. And if we pitch, I always 

thought we could contend. 

“The starting pitching group ... I didn’t know much about these fellas,” he said. 

To complete the current story where Nolan Arenado and Charlie Blackmon believe it can go — the World Series — the 

fellas Black knew about must rev up the bats. The October drama at Wrigley Field that started on Tuesday and ended on 

Wednesday was the wildest and craziest sporting event I've been fortunate to cover. And in the longest do-or-done 

postseason game in MLB history, 13 innings, the Rockies threw 185 pitches, the Cubs 186. The Rockies turned only six of 

those into hits, one day after they had four hits in a division tiebreaker loss way over in Los Angeles. 

Actually, what day is it? For that matter, what time zone is it? The Rockies hit the sack in their fourth city in four days, and 

Chicago's north side might be low on Korbel after the 40-minute clubhouse bash thrown by the Rox. When the team bus 

finally beep-beep-beeped away from Wrigley Field, the clock read 2:30 a.m. They pulled up in Milwaukee at 4. CarGo was 

exhausted enough he preferred to stay seated for his chat with media. Who can blame him? 

“A lot of celebration,” he said. 

The Brewers will change pitchers early and often as they employ a bullpen day, according to manager Craig Counsell. 

"I've never experienced that in the postseason,” Gonzalez said, speaking for his fellas, too. 

The Rockies counter with 23-year-old righty Senzatela making his first playoff start in the 41,900-seat park where last year 

he made his major league debut. The Rox are "leaning toward" Tyler Anderson on Friday, Black said. 

“Just give us a chance to win,” Senzatela said. 

The Midwest mission: return to Coors Field on Sunday, where Kyle Freeland and German Marquez will pitch and are 

more comfy than most, with one win from a split in Milwaukee. 

"This (the postseason) is the expectation,” Black said. “This is where we want to be.” 
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With each postseason step they keep adding chapters to Black's story. The skipper's got friends in Points A, B, C, D, E 

and just about everywhere to entertain. 
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NLDS preview: Brewers and Rockies bring underrated stars to big stage 
Mark Townsend | Yahoo Sports | Oct 4, 2018 

Scroll back up to restore default view. 

If you’re thirsty for a classic MLB playoff series, keep your eyes on Miller Park and Coors Field over the next week. The 

Milwaukee Brewers and Colorado Rockies are poised to produce just that after each doing their part in eliminating the 

National League powerhouse Chicago Cubs from the playoff picture. 

The Brewers surged from 4.5 games back in the NL Central standings to begin September to home-field advantage 

throughout the NL playoffs with a sizzling final month, which included a Game 163 win at Wrigley Field. They’ll look to stay 

hot against a Rockies team that’s gone through the wringer this week, going from the doorstep of their first NL West title, 

to playing three games in three different cities, which included a wild-card win at Wrigley Field. 

Different paths. Same destination. Same goals, too, and more importantly, same opportunity with a clean slate for both 

sides. 

This series will have no shortage of star power too. Players from Milwaukee and Colorado don’t get a lot of national 

attention, but the Brewers Christian Yelich especially has forced his way into the MVP conversation over the last month. 

He’s proven to be the centerpiece of a powerful Brewers lineup that still includes Ryan Braun, and has added Lorenzo 

Cain, Jesus Aguilar, Mike Moustakas and Jonathan Schoop. The bullpen is powerful too, led by All-Stars Josh Hader and 

Jeremy Jeffress. 

The Rockies will counter with a triumvirate of All-Stars. Nolan Arenado, Trevor Story and Charlie Blackmon have done 

much of their offensive heavy lifting, but it’s the Rockies starting rotation that’s truly paved their way to the NLDS. Kyle 

Freeland and German Marquez have both broken a host of Rockies pitching records, while Jon Gray and Tyler Anderson 

have at times flashed the upside that made them first round picks. 

Underrated stars Christian Yelich (left) and Nolan Arenado will highlight a potential classic series between the Brewers 

and Rockies. (AP) 

More 

Schedule 
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Game 1: Thursday, Oct. 4, in Milwaukee, 5:07 p.m. ET (FS1) 

Game 2: Friday, Oct. 5, in Milwaukee, 4:15 p.m. ET (FS1) 

Game 3: Sunday, Oct. 7, in Colorado, 4:37 p.m. ET (MLB Network) 

Game 4*: Monday, Oct. 8, in Colorado, TBD (FS1) 

Game 5*: Wednesday, Oct. 10, in Milwaukee, TBD (FS1) 

*If necessary 

Previously 

Milwaukee controlled the season series against Colorado, winning five of seven games. The Brewers took three of four at 

Coors Field in June, with the only the loss being a shutout started by Freeland.  To begin August, the Brewers won two of 

three from the Rockies at Miller Park. 

Pitching 

Game 1: Antonio Senzatela (6-6, 4.38) vs. TBD 

Game 2: TBD vs. Jhoulys Chacin 

Game 3: TBD vs. TBD 

Game 4*: TBD vs. TBD 

Game 5*: TBD vs. TBD 

Winning Game 163 at Wrigley Field has allowed the Brewers a little more flexibility when setting their rotation. Even still, 

manager Craig Counsell took his time before announcing Milwaukee will go full bullpen in Game 1. Yes, bullpenning is 

alive in the NLDS. Jhoulys Chacin, a former Rockies hurler who also pitched the Game 163 win, will get Game 2. Also in 

the mix are veteran left-handers Wade Miley and Gio Gonzalez, along with right-handers Chase Anderson and Freddy 

Peralta. There’s not a true ace in that group, which is probably why Counsell is going outside the box. 
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The Rockies options for Game 1 are limited after German Marquez and Kyle Freeland were needed in Game 163 and the 

NL wild-card game. With Jon Gray faltering down the stretch, it will be Antonio Senzatela getting the call in Game 1. The 

23-year-old has exceptional stuff, but like most young pitchers lacks consistency. The Rockies need one of his plus 

games so they can get back to Marquez and Freeland in good shape. 
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Rockies’ Bud Black’s first postseason victory as manager is worth celebrating 
Black has managed 1,687 regular-season games in his career, going 827-860 
Patrick Saunders | DenverPost.com | Oct. 4, 2018 

MILWAUKEE — In the cramped, crazy, champagne-drenched visitors clubhouse at Wrigley Field in the wee hours of 

Wednesday morning, I shook Bud Black’s hand and congratulated him on his first playoff win as a big-league manager. 

As reliever Scott Oberg poured cold beer on Black’s head, Black grinned at me and quickly deflected the compliment. 

“This isn’t about me, it’s about everybody in this room,” he said. “These guys come to play every day and they are 

resilient. They prepare as well as any team I’ve even been around. They just go about it the right way, and I’m so proud of 

them.” 

Black has managed 1,687 regular-season games in his career, going 827-860. He’s 1-1 in the playoffs and he was the 

2010 National League manager of the year. Those aren’t great numbers, but nearly everyone I talk to in baseball — and 

not just those of us in the media who like and respect Black — believe that he’s one of the game’s best managers. 

Sure, he makes mistakes. I’m still shaking my head at his decision to have Scott Oberg pitch to red-hot Dodgers slugger 

Yasiel Puig in Colorado’s 5-2 loss in Los Angeles on Sept. 19. But I think Black plays a mean game of baseball chess, 

and his players respect him and play hard for him. 

As a beat writer, you’re not supposed to root for the team you cover. I understand that, but you can’t help but root for 

some of the people you cover. Black is certainly worthy of my rooting interest. 

Hug it out. Nolan Arenado didn’t expect his infield hug with the Cubs’ Javier Baez to go viral on the internet, but it did. 

In case you missed it — and how could you? — the score of Tuesday night’s wild-card playoff game at Wrigley Field was 

tied 1-1 with one out in the bottom of the 11th inning with two runners on base. Willson Contreras grounded to Nolan 

Arenado at third and Arenado turned to tag out Baez, who was running from second to third base. 

Then things got weird. Rather than avoiding Arenado’s tag, Baez extended his arms went in for a bro-hug. Arenado just 

smiled and patted Baez, rather than attempting to throw for a double play. 

Wednesday afternoon at Miller Park, Arenado got a kick out of talking about the play. 
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“I don’t know what happened,” Arenado said. “He stopped, and knowing Baez, I thought he would make a move and try to 

trick me, so I went at him hard because I didn’t know what he would do. And then he hugged me and I kinda fell into his 

arms. It was a little awkward. And then he held me. He’s squirmy, I thought he would do a trick move on me.” 

Did Arenado think Baez prevented him from making a possible double play? 

“Nah, I wasn’t planning on throwing,” Arenado said. “No need to force that, just get the out and keep the force in play. If I 

would have known I could have gotten a double play, I would have gone ‘And-1’ like in basketball.” 

razy for Yelich. Count Arenado as a member of the Christian Yelich for MVP club. 

The Brewers’ outfielder won the batting title with a .326 average and smacked 36 home runs to go with 110 RBIs, 118 

runs, 22 steals in 26 tries and a 1.000 OPS that led the league by a wide margin. He delivered three hits and drove in a 

run in Milwaukee’s 3-1 win over the Cubs in Monday’s National League Central tiebreaker. 

“Yelich is a friend of mine and a played some with him,” Arenado said. “I think he was the best player in the National 

League this year. He’s been unbelievable and you have to give him credit. He’s had an amazing year and he’d get my 

vote for MVP.” 
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As Rockies enter NLDS against Brewers, Buddy Black adds another chapter to story time 
Paul Klee | Gazette.com| Oct 3, 2018  

MILWAUKEE — The walk is 153 paces. Swerves past the Johnsonville sausage cart and takes about 95 seconds for an 

average walking-and-talking man to get from Point A, the Rockies clubhouse at Miller Park, to Point B, the media 

interview room. 

Turns out, Bud Black is not an average man. Not only does the skipper have the Rockies (still) in the playoffs for a second 

straight year, his walking-and-talking ability is something you'd see from a gifted radio host, or a rich salesman. 

Wednesday, in the time it took Black to go from A to B, he played the lead in three conversations at the same time. The 

final one was with part of the Brewers PR staff, all three of whom he knew by name, as they caught up like old friends 

from college. Telling you, man can spin a yarn like nobody’s business. 

 Colorado Rockies baseball weather outlook: Get ready to bundle up at Coors Field 

“We will adhere to Rule No. 1” in the best-of-five National League Division Series that starts here Thursday against the 

Brewers, Black said, “which is be ready for anything.” 

This story the Rockies are scribbling down at a suddenly frantic pace is one that Black could not have envisioned before 

he moved to Colorado and discovered a love for winning baseball at altitude and the unofficial state beverage, IPAs. It’s 

not easy to imagine things that haven’t happened before: two seasons, two postseasons. The second's still TBD. I asked 

him on Wednesday — to continue story time — if all of this is what Black had in mind when he took over from Walt Weiss 

in November 2016. 

"Coming into this job I knew the Rockies organization from a player perspective, just at the big-league level, watching 

Nolan, watching Charlie, D.J.,” said Black, whose 91 wins this season set a personal record in an 11-year managing 

career. 

So that’s a big chunk of the lineup and defense checked off. Funny thing about this juicy matchup against the Brewers in a 

NLDS: it’s starting pitching where the Rox hold an edge. 

"The reason we’re here is because of them,” Carlos Gonzalez said in the visitors clubhouse. 
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And to Black, 20-somethings German Marquez, Kyle Freeland and Antonio Senzatela might as well have been drummers 

in Milwaukee’s Violent Femmes. Didn’t know 'em from Adam or Eve. 

“I didn’t know what to expect, really, on the total team personnel and even the minor-league players that ultimately came 

up to us,” Black said. “Once I got into this job ... I realized this is a good team with some talent. And if we pitch, I always 

thought we could contend. 

“The starting pitching group ... I didn’t know much about these fellas,” he said. 

To complete the current story where Nolan Arenado and Charlie Blackmon believe it can go — the World Series — the 

fellas Black knew about must rev up the bats. The October drama at Wrigley Field that started on Tuesday and ended on 

Wednesday was the wildest and craziest sporting event I've been fortunate to cover. And in the longest do-or-done 

postseason game in MLB history, 13 innings, the Rockies threw 185 pitches, the Cubs 186. The Rockies turned only six of 

those into hits, one day after they had four hits in a division tiebreaker loss way over in Los Angeles. 

Actually, what day is it? For that matter, what time zone is it? The Rockies hit the sack in their fourth city in four days, and 

Chicago's north side might be low on Korbel after the 40-minute clubhouse bash thrown by the Rox. When the team bus 

finally beep-beep-beeped away from Wrigley Field, the clock read 2:30 a.m. They pulled up in Milwaukee at 4. CarGo was 

exhausted enough he preferred to stay seated for his chat with media. Who can blame him? 

“A lot of celebration,” he said. 

The Brewers will change pitchers early and often as they employ a bullpen day, according to manager Craig Counsell. 

"I've never experienced that in the postseason,” Gonzalez said, speaking for his fellas, too. 

The Rockies counter with 23-year-old righty Senzatela making his first playoff start in the 41,900-seat park where last year 

he made his major league debut. The Rox are "leaning toward" Tyler Anderson on Friday, Black said. 

“Just give us a chance to win,” Senzatela said. 

The Midwest mission: return to Coors Field on Sunday, where Kyle Freeland and German Marquez will pitch and are 

more comfy than most, with one win from a split in Milwaukee. 
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"This (the postseason) is the expectation,” Black said. “This is where we want to be.” 

With each postseason step they keep adding chapters to Black's story. The skipper's got friends in Points A, B, C, D, E 

and just about everywhere to entertain. 
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Don’t see your commemorative brick outside Coors Field? It’ll soon have a new home. 
Inscribed bricks removed as part of redevelopment of “west lot” parking area 
SAM TABACHNIK |Denverpost.com | October 4, 2018 

As fans rev up for Rocktober, heading to Coors Field on Sunday for the Colorado Rockies’ first home playoff game in nine 

years, they may notice something missing across the street from the stadium. 

But fear not, Rockies nation: Your commemorative bricks are safe, in storage, and will be relocated before opening day 

next season. 

Thousands of inscribed bricks planted more than two decades ago in Wynkoop Plaza, across 20th Street from Coors 

Field, were removed last month as part of the redevelopment of the “west lot” parking area — which eventually will give 

rise to condos, office space, restaurants, a hotel and a future Rockies Hall of Fame. 

“The bricks have been removed, photographed, cataloged and stored at Coors Field,” said Matt Sugar, spokesman for the 

stadium district, which owns the lot. “They will be relocated along 20th Street, adjacent to the home plate entrance, in the 

exact order they were removed, prior to opening day next year.” 

Individual brick owners were not contacted about the removal and planned relocation. The Rockies did not issue a news 

release, but gave members of the team’s call center details of the move to answer fans’ questions, according to Rockies 

spokeswoman Jill Campbell. 

 “I think we would be communicating directly with all brick purchasers once we have the new bricks in place,” Campbell 

said. “They’ll know where to find them, and it would be put online.” 

Stan Koniz was one of thousands of people who put down $75 to have his name inscribed on a brick before the opening 

of Coors Field in 1995. He knows exactly where it used to sit: “Around the outside of the diamond, there’s (the lyrics to) 

the song ‘Take Me Out to the Ball Game,’ and it’s three bricks in from the beginning of ‘If they don’t win it’s a shame,’ ” he 

recalled Wednesday. 

Koniz, who’s now retired, said he first noticed his brick was missing while leaving Coors Field last week. 

“It was a little disconcerting when my wife and I left the game and I noticed the bricks were gone,” he said. “It would have 

been nice to know they were being cared for, what the plans were. It left me with the impression that they just got paved 

over with concrete.” 
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Campbell said the Rockies have received very few calls about the bricks. 

The Denver Metropolitan Major League Baseball Stadium District raised $650,000 in 1994 for public art through the sale 

of the personalized bricks. Until last month, they were set into Wynkoop Plaza in the shape of a miniature baseball 

diamond. 

That area needed to be cleared to serve as a required fire lane for the west lot construction, Campbell said. 
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Colorado Rockies baseball weather outlook: Get ready to bundle up at Coors Field 
Gazette.com | Oct. 4, 2018 

Snow is expected in higher elevations of Colorado this weekend, but the Rockies and their fans should be able to enjoy a 

game or two of playoff baseball at Coors Field without too much interference from the weather. 

The Rockies will play the Milwaukee Brewers in Game 3 beginning at 2:37 p.m. Sunday. Game time for a possible Game 

4 on Monday, also at Coors Field, has not been determined. 

Meteorologist Natalie Sullivan of the National Weather Service in Boulder said fans can expect temperatures in the mid-

50s for Sunday afternoon’s game, with winds reaching about 10 mph. There also will be a slight chance of showers or 

thunderstorms. 

Regardless of Monday’s game time, temperatures will be slightly cooler than Sunday’s game. 

Sullivan is forecasting temperatures in the 40s Monday afternoon and evening. She said she expects lighter winds on 

Monday and a slight chance of rain in the afternoon. She doesn’t foresee any precipitation if the game is played Monday 

night. 

Weather shouldn't be a factor in Milwaukee, where the Brewers play at Miller Park - home of a retractable roof. 

 


